


Objectives

Letter: Zz
Number: review
Color: purple
Shape: oval
Bible story: The Ascension
Books: The Very Sleepy Sloth, Pablo's Tree
Other: rhyming, alliteration, syllabication, 
phone numbers, birthdays, addresses, 
money



Uppercase letter 'Z' Craft
Date:

Zz is for zebra.

AHEAD OF TIME:
1. Cut a 'Z' from white paper for each child
2. Cut a small nose and ear from black paper for each child
3. Gather orange paper, googly eyes, black markers and glue
4. Make copies of sentence strip.

ACTIVITY:
1. Have kids draw stripes on the letter Z with a black marker
2. Have kids glue the 'Z' to the orange piece of paper. 
3. Have kids glue the eye, ear and nose to the letter Z
4. Have kids glue sentence strip.

WHAT YOU NEED:
-white paper (enough to cut a 'Z' for each 
child)
-orange paper (1 sheet per child)
-glue
-black markers
-black paper (enough for a zebra nose and 
ears for each child)
-googly eyes (one per child)
-sentence strip copies
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uppercase letter 'Z' template



zebra ear, nose template for 
uppercase letter 'Z' craft

black ear
black nose

Zz is for zebra.
sentence strip: cut and glue to the bottom of finished craft



Lowercase letter 'z' Craft
Date:

Zz is for zig zag.

AHEAD OF TIME:
1. Cut a lowercase 'z' from white paper for each child
2. Cut small strips of rick rack ribbon or zig zags from colored 
paper
3. Gather red paper, glue
4. Make copies of sentence strip.

ACTIVITY:
1. Have kids glue the 'z' to the red piece of paper. 
2. Have kids glue the rick rack or zig zag paper to the letter 'z'.
3. Have kids glue sentence strip.

WHAT YOU NEED:
-white paper (enough to cut a 'z' for each 
child)
-red paper (1 sheet per child)
-glue
-multi colored rick rack ribbon or zig zags 
cut from different colors of paper
-sentence strip copies
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zlowercase letter 'z' template



sentence strip: cut and glue to the bottom of finished craft

Zz is for zigzag.

zig zag template for lowercase letter 'z' craft









Activities for the Letter Zz

Alliteration Memory 
Using the attached page, cut out the cards, turn over and play 
Memory.  Try to match beginning sounds to make a match.  Ex: snail 
and sock

Look for Zeros
Look for zeros in books, magazines, store signs etc

Zipper
Practice zipping a jacket or pair of pants. 

Alliteration Activity 

Make a Zoo
Cut zoo animals from magazines, glue to a 
piece of paper and draw black lines over 
the animals or glue lengths of yarn to 

make a zoo.  



Alliteration Memory Cards 



z z z z z z z z                 
Z Z Z Z Z Z                 

Trace the letter Zz.  
Color the pictures that begin with the /z/ sound.



 Ascension Craft Idea
Luke 24: 50-51

Print the attached paper.  Using a hole punch, 
punch a hole where labeled.  String a length 
of yarn through the holes and tie knots in 

the back or secure with tape.  Cut and glue 
the cloud over the top hole.  Cut and fold 

Jesus over the yarn.  Secure with tape and 
slide Jesus up the yarn.     



ascension craft     




